Science
What parts of a plant are hidden underground?
 Plants – identifying and naming a variety of
garden plants and trees
Investigating who can grow the tallest plant. And
considering why it grew the tallest.


Observing change across the four seasons.

Visit to The Rose Gardens to compare change from
Autumn Season.






Maths
Measuring different beanstalks using a ruler
Comparing what objects are shorter and longer
than the giants footprint
Investigating which types of magical plants
grow the quickest
Calculating what coins we could use to buy
plants that cost different amounts

Stay motivated when doing something challenging
Work well with a partner or in a group
Have a positive attitude
Help others achieve their goal
Work hard to achieve our dreams and goals

Music




Identify and respond to changes in pitch
Explore pitched and un-pitched instruments
Continue to listen and respond to a variety of
music and build on musical vocabulary

Fossils:
 Find out about Mary Anning
 Identify ways in which we
find out about the past

Narrative:
 Read and write own versions of traditional tales
Non Fiction:



Write a report on giants
Listen to, perform and write poetry

Quality texts: Jack and the Beanstalk, The Mango Tree,
The Enormous Turnip, This is the Tree – Miriam Moss,
James and the Giant Peach – Roald Dahl.

DIG A LITTLE DEEPER
Visits
Rose Gardens – Seasonal Change.

PSHE - Dreams and Goals






History

English

PE
Orienteering

Geography
Let’s find out more about the locality.
 Map reading
 Aerial view photos
 Countries within the UK
 Human and physical features in our local
area
RE
Identity and Belonging
 Name and identify groups we belong to and
what makes them special
 Learn about how faith communities celebrate
special occasions
 Think about people who belong to a faith
community and how belonging affects their life
Belief and Practices
Learn about how Christians celebrate Easter

Dance
Computing
To learn safe and responsible
internet use through the
following units of Purple Mash:




Online Safety
Grouping/ Sorting
Pictograms

DT
Textile flowers




Link the art studies of
flowers to combine
materials and make a
fabric flower patch.
Evaluate design against
design criteria.

ART
Plant sculpture and painting
Develop drawing, painting and
sculpture to share ideas;




Learn about Andy
Goldsworthy and Vincent
Van Gogh
Create own plant
sculpture and sunflower
painting.

